
The 29 plus 1 top quotes about numbers, math and metrics 

We wanted to create some inspirational content that blends between the 
power of numbers and human emotions. So, here is a collection of great 
quotes to stimulate thought, emotions and perspective on the numbers 
we see, create and search for on a daily basis. 

Some great reasons to use quotes in your day 

 

The use of quotes is very common and popular because they help express 

what we think, feel, imagine or have experienced. They are powerful 

sources of inspiration and often are used with a connection to an 

influencer or leader with a tone of gravitas. 

New quotes offer reinforcement of older established ideas or strengthen 

a new momentum of thought. They echo and answer questions we have 

about the world and provide insight or advice that resonates within our 

minds. 

 

Creating actions from data 

The use of numbers, math, analytics and statistics goes beyond simple 
data. There are impacts from the decisions you generate and conclude in 
daily life.  

As a manager or leader how you see and help create reports is as 
important as the choice to collect and use the data sources. These quotes 
help you generate a fresh perspective and hopefully challenge your daily 
interactions. 

So, celebrate with us by reading these thoughts, ideas and wisdom about 
numbers, math, statistics and analytics.   



JAMSO takes a fresh view on data sources and information use for good 
decisions.  

Reader homework:  

Whilst you read through these quotes as yourself some questions. 
 

- How have I questioned the numbers I have reported? 

- What areas of life should I start to collect metrics and measures? 

- When was the last time I reviewed my data sources and frequency 

of their use? 

- List 3 areas you should improve your math skills. 

- How can I help share and shape metrics with my community? 

- Which quotes resonate with me the most and why? 

- Which quotes come from names you have not heard of before? 

We have gathered some of the great minds to provide you these quotes 
and inspirations. 



























































 
Share this and show the world that you support an interest in numbers, 

metrics, analytics and statistics for good decisions. 
 
Join the JAMSO free monthly newsletter to grab these quotes in cutout 
format to post and print out to support your belief in these inspiring 
words. 


